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Abstract—Reflected Global Positioning System (GPS) signals
can be used to infer information about soil moisture in the vicinity
of the GPS antenna. Interference of direct and reflected signals
causes the composite signal, observed using signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) data, to undulate with time while the GPS satellite ascends
or descends at relatively low elevation angles. The soil moisture
change affects both the phase of the SNR modulation pattern and
its magnitude. In order to more thoroughly understand the mech-
anism of how the soil moisture change leads to a change in the SNR
modulation, we built an electrodynamic model of GPS direct and
reflected signal interference, i.e., multipath, that has a bare-soil
model as the input and the total GPS received power as the output.
This model treats soil as a continuously stratified medium with
a specific composition of material ingredients having complex
dielectric permittivity according to well-known mixing models.
The critical part of this electrodynamic model is a numerical algo-
rithm that allows us to calculate polarization-dependent reflection
coefficients of such media with various profiles of dielectric per-
mittivity dictated by the soil type and moisture. In this paper, we
demonstrate how this model can reproduce and explain the main
features of experimental multipath modulation patterns such as
changes in phase and amplitude. We also discuss the interplay be-
tween true penetration depth and effective reflector depth. Based
on these modeling comparisions, we formulate recommendations
to improve the performance of bare soil moisture retrievals from
the data obtained using GPS multipath modulation.

Index Terms—Coherent scattering, global positioning system
(GPS), reflectivity, soil moisture.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N [1] and [2], it was demonstrated that GPS receivers in-
stalled primarily for geophysical and geodetic applications

can also be used to estimate variations in near surface soil mois-
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ture. This is possible because of three major factors. First, the
antenna gain pattern of such GPS receivers is not confined to
positive elevation angles. Despite the attempts of antenna de-
signers to maximize direct signal reception while also mini-
mizing susceptibility to surface multipath, there is still a sizable
gain at negative angles which makes it possible for a GPS re-
ceiver to intercept radio waves from ground reflections. Second,
the antennas of the GPS receivers under consideration are in-
stalled at relatively low heights, m above the ground. This
leads to a short time delay between direct and reflected signals,
well within a single pseudo-random modulation code length,
therefore allowing these two signals to freely interfere at the an-
tenna location. Third, the L-band (1.57542 and 1.22760 GHz)
GPS signals are also sensitive to variations of the dielectric
constant of land (e.g., [3]), which in turn is determined by the
near-surface soil moisture, together with other parameters of
the soil. That is why L-band radiometers are considered more
suitable for soil moisture measurements than radiometers em-
ploying shorter wavelengths (e.g., [4]).

When the above-mentioned GPS receivers receive both direct
and reflected signals, the output signal power, or signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), as a function of time (or the GPS satellite’s eleva-
tion angle) manifests a quasi-periodic oscillating pattern resem-
bling a phenomenon of light intensity fringes in optical interfer-
ometers [Fig. 1(a)]. These oscillations are created by the phase
offset between direct and reflected signals, and is a function of
the distance to the reflector and the GPS wavelength . For a
flat, horizontal surface at the antenna site, the phase offset is
equal to , where , is the differ-
ence in path lengths between the direct and reflected signal, and

is the satellite elevation angle.
After the dominant direct signal power trend is subtracted

from the total signal, there is an optimal range of elevation
angles where the effect of multipath interference is most pro-
nounced [Fig. 1(b)]. Those elevation angles commonly reside
between several degrees and 30 –40 . At very low grazing an-
gles, the path difference tends to zero, therefore halting the mod-
ulation.

The most visible effect of soil moisture change on exper-
imental SNR modulation patterns is stretching (frequency
change) or shifting (phase change) the pattern with respect to
time or elevation angle [Fig. 1(b)]. Intuitively, this effect can be
thought of as changing the antenna height above the reflecting
surface; a height change would create an additional phase shift
between carriers of the direct and reflected waves, which would
then lead to a shift in the phase of the modulation pattern. At
the same time, it is known that the penetration depth of L-band
radio waves into the soil depends on soil absorption which
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Fig. 1. (a) Raw SNR data from a NetRS Trimble receiver for PRN 13; (b) cor-
responding detrended SNR data at low elevation angles.

increases when soil becomes moister [3]. At first glance, the
notion of an effective reflector appropriately positioned beneath
the actual surface would be enough to describe the modula-
tion pattern and its temporal evolution. However, a secondary
feature is also present in experimental SNR data, a change in
amplitude. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the modulation is
another characteristic of this phenomenon which indicates that
not only the penetration depth but also the reflection strength is
changing with soil moisture. In order to quantify the reflection
strength we need to build an electrodynamic model of GPS
multipath that would have a soil model as an input and the
GPS total received power as a function of the satellite elevation
angle as an output.

To build the model, we first take into consideration that the
GPS signal acquires some degree of depolarization upon re-
flection for a dielectric medium such as soil. By design, the
transmitted GPS signal has primarily right-hand circular polar-
ization (RHCP) with an ellipticity no worse than 1.2 dB for
L1 signal and 3.2 dB for L2 signal within an angle of
from boresight (see, e.g., [5, p. 84]). The reflected wave con-
sists of both RHCP and left-hand circular polarization (LHCP)
components due to partial depolarization upon reflection from
the surface [6]. The amplitude and phase of those two types
of waves depends on both incidence angle and the dielectric
properties of the soil. Second, the soil cannot be considered
as a uniform medium with a constant dielectric permittivity.
Even the simplest bare soil model requires the assumption of

soil dielectric permittivity dependence with depth, and a rela-
tionship between the soil dielectric permittivity and soil mois-
ture, as well as soil material composition [7]–[9]. Here, we em-
ploy a well-known approach [10]–[15] that allows calculation of
electromagnetic field reflection coefficients from a continuously
stratified medium with known profiles of dielectric permittivity.
The soil dielectric profiles for the specific sites used in observa-
tions [1], [2] are obtained employing semiempirical dielectric
mixing models [7]–[9].

In this paper, we present a physical model based on a bare
soil/flat surface assumption that reproduces the main features
of the multipath modulation patterns obtained with commonly
used geodetic antennas under soil conditions described in [1],
[2]. At this point, we do not account for the effects of vege-
tation and surface topography or roughness on the GPS multi-
path modulation since the problem of modeling GPS signal re-
flection from a bare soil/flat surface is sufficiently complex and
important to be considered separately. Vegetation and rough-
ness conditions at the experimental site [1], [2] were favorable
for comparisons with the bare soil/flat surface model. Based on
these modeling results, we formulate recommendations to im-
prove the performance of soil moisture retrievals from the data
obtained using GPS multipath modulation under bare soil/flat
surface conditions.

II. DERIVATION OF THE EXPRESSION FOR A GPS SIGNAL

AFFECTED BY THE SURFACE MULTIPATH

Here, we obtain basic expressions for the correlation power
of a GPS signal under conditions of single-reflection multipath
propagation. This situation takes place when the antenna height
above the ground is small enough so that both radio waves, the
direct one and the one reflected from the ground, sum at the an-
tenna point coherently, well within the GPS code time interval,
called a “chip.” For the coarse/acquisition (C/A) code consid-
ered here, this is equal to s. The geometry of the problem
is shown in Fig. 2. Because of the great distance to the GPS satel-
lite ( km), the incoming radio wave can be treated as a
plane wave. We limit ourselves to the case of a horizontal planar
ground surface with a layered soil beneath it; i.e., its dielectric
permittivity depends only on the vertical coordinate, . In this
case, the plane wave reflected from the plane ground in a spec-
ular direction is a plane one as well. To this end, surface rough-
ness with r.m.s. height can be incorporated by introducing
a coherence loss factor into an expression
for the reflected signal. For small values of the Rayleigh param-
eter, , the reflected wave preserves its coherence, al-
lowing complete interference with the direct wave. For the con-
ditions reported in [2], this parameter seems to be small since
the interference effect is very pronounced.

As mentioned above, the incoming, direct GPS signal is pri-
marily of right-hand circular polarization (RHCP), whereas the
reflected signal due to depolarization has both RHCP and left-
hand circular polarization (LHCP). Commonly used GPS an-
tennas are designed to suppress signals arriving at low positive
and negative elevation angles to mitigate ground multipath. As
a result, the antenna gain for RHCP and LHCP at those angles
are comparable or even tend to be in reverse. Since our problem
is concerned with a multipath propagation regime of the signal,
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Fig. 2. Geometry of the problem.

both polarization components arriving at the antenna should be
considered.

We begin assembling the model of signal power by assuming
that the power transmitted by the GPS satellite antenna equals to
unity. Under this condition, the complex amplitude u of the GPS
spread-spectrum signal obtained from the output of the GPS re-
ceiving antenna can be expressed as

, where is a pseudo-random-noise
(PRN) biphase-coding function, is a distance between the
GPS transmit and receive antennae, is the speed of light,

, is a carrier frequency of the GPS signal. Factor
is a complex function (a phasor) that accounts for slow (com-
pared with the carrier oscillations) signal changes, as a function
of the GPS satellite elevation angle. This factor captures ampli-
tude changes due to both the passage of the direct and reflected
signals through the receive antenna pattern and attenuation due
to ground multipath.

In the GPS receiver, the received signal obtained from the
antenna output at a time is cross correlated with a local
replica of the PRN code taken at a different time multi-
plied by the oscillation factor (cf., [12])

(1)
The GPS receiver performs a search for the peak of the cross-

correlation by changing the time lag
. It can be shown that the demodulation and despreading of the

original signal performed in (1) produces , which is a
slow function of time (or, rather, an elevation angle), and is
proportional to phasor . In what follows, we will omit for
simplicity.

For a receive antenna located near a flat surface, the com-
posite signal tracked by the receiver is the sum of two signals,
direct and reflected. In this case, phasor is also a sum of two
components

(2)

Then, for the instantaneous peak correlation power
we have

(3)

A factor associated with the phase shift
due to difference between geo-

metric paths for the direct and reflected signals can be explicitly
extracted from

(4)

Equation (4) does not yet explicitly show terms for antenna pat-
tern and the surface reflectivity, which we require for our model.
Let us introduce a complex quantity

(5)

from which argument can be retrieved by the following
procedure:

(6)

Now, substituting (4) into (3) and making use of (6) in (3), we
obtain for the power the following expression:

(7)

Equation (7) represents a modulation pattern having a character-
istic oscillating structure caused mainly by the geometric phase
delay describing interference between direct and reflected
waves. An additional term describes phase effects of an-
tenna pattern and the surface reflectivity. In order to determine

we need to calculate complex phasors and related
to direct and reflected signals, respectively.

An output of the antenna generated by the direct signal
from a satellite at elevation angle is a simple function of the
incident phasor and the antenna radiation pattern

(8)

We find that for the accuracy level of our estimations, the in-
coming direct GPS signal can be regarded as a perfectly RHCP
radio wave [5]. Here, is the GPS antenna radiation pat-
tern at RHCP.

In general, can be treated as a complex function of eleva-
tion and azimuth angles. The argument or phase of this complex
function describes the effective phase center of the antenna, or
the departure of the antenna phase front from a sphere. In the
case of the receiving antenna, the absolute value (modulus), or
amplitude, of describes the strength of the received electro-
magnetic field at the specific angle. In terms of power units,

is equivalent to the antenna gain . The design of com-
mercially built GPS antennas is such that the gain at RHCP for
positive elevation angles (the upper hemisphere) is significantly
higher than for negative elevation angles (the lower hemisphere)
in order to minimize the adverse effect of ground multipath.
Similarly, the antenna gain at LHCP, , it is designed to be
lower than the gain at RHCP over all elevation angles. Although
these antennas are optimal for receiving primarily direct GPS
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signals, they are not optimal at all for soil moisture sensing pur-
poses. However, we consider here this type of antenna because
it is used widely by surveying, geophysical, and meteorological
networks [1], [2]. Despite these difficulties, it is still possible to
measure signal modulations due to ground multipath and use it
for soil moisture measurements as was shown in [1].

The complex amplitude of the reflected field can be
expressed through the diffractional integral over the land sur-
face area limited to a so-called annulus zone [6] dictated by
the length of the GPS signal code, centered on a specular point.
The analysis of that integral, taken in a Kirchhoff approximation
(see, e.g., [10]), shows that for the case of L-band radio waves,
for the ideally planar surface and the transmitter-receiver geom-
etry considered here, the incoming wave can be expanded into
plane waves, and this diffraction integral can be further calcu-
lated in the form of the main, geometric optics terms. A cor-
rection to the geometric optics field expression depends on the
first and second derivatives of the plane-wave reflection coef-
ficient over the incidence angle taken at the specular point. In
the case of an ideally conductive plane, the reflection coefficient
does not depend on the angle of incidence; therefore, correction
terms are exactly equal to zero. For the case of the finite-conduc-
tive, lossy medium the reflection coefficient does depend on the
angle of incidence and requires correction terms [10]. However,
our calculations show that for conditions adopted here these cor-
rection terms are small compared to the main, geometric optics
terms. As a result, the geometric optics approximation is ap-
plicable here. The main geometric optics contribution comes
mostly from a relatively narrow first Fresnel zone around the
specular point, which is of the order , where is the dis-
tance between the antenna and the specular point [10].

The complex amplitude of the reflected field can be expressed
in the geometric optics limit as a product of the complex ampli-
tude of the incident field taken in a specular direction and the
local, polarization-dependent reflection coefficient, . The
first index, in , stands for the polarization state of the
incident wave, and the second index, , stands for the polariza-
tion state of the reflected wave. In order to proceed from linear
polarizations (vertical and horizontal ) to circular (RHCP
and LHCP ) ones, the following relationships should be used:

(9)

(10)

Therefore, for the total reflected signal, one can write the fol-
lowing expressions:

(11)

Here, we assume that the specular point is seen from the antenna
point at angle (negative of the satellite elevation angle) be-
cause the distance from the antenna to the satellite is much
greater than the distance to the specular point. A corre-
sponding power, that enters to the total power in (3) as

a second term can be calculated readily from (11). For the mod-
ulation term in (3) upon substitution of (11) into (5), we obtain

(12)

where

(13)
From (12) and (13), it is seen that both amplitude and

phase of the multipath modulation pattern depend on a
combination of soil reflectivity (via and ) and antenna
gain (at positive and negative elevation angles) at two polariza-
tions. Therefore, the behavior of and could be rather
arbitrary depending on the specific antenna type being used.

It is convenient to represent complex values of reflection co-
efficients and antenna patterns in the form of their am-
plitudes and phases ( and , and , respectively)

(14)

(15)

To make (12) and (13) more compact, we omit notation in
and , and dependence on negative will be indicated by a
minus sign at the subscripts, e.g., . Therefore,
factors in (12) can be expressed as

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

As an example, assume that the reflective medium is a perfect
conductor. Then, the reflection coefficient becomes zero,
and becomes 1, whereas phases , become zero.
As a result, we obtain

(20)

Intuitively, one might expect that since reflection from a perfect
conductor is stronger than that from a lossy medium such as soil,
the modulation amplitude should also be stronger. However, the
comparison between the amplitude factor from (20) and
and from (17) and (18) shows that this is not necessarily the
case. For an incoming RHCP wave, it is important to realize how
much of this polarization transforms back into the same RHCP
wave in order to effectively interfere with the direct wave having
the same polarization. In the case of the perfect conductor, a re-
flected RHCP wave is not generated since . In con-
trast, in the case of the lossy medium, , and this sig-
nificantly enhances and from (17) and (18) through the
presence of the first terms, especially being multiplied by factors

, which are stronger than factors employed
in the second terms of and . This conclusion is supported
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by field measurements where the observed multipath amplitude
initially decreases with increased surface soil moisture.

III. CONNECTION BETWEEN MEASURED SOIL MOISTURE

PROFILES AND REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS

The issue of how to produce a dielectric permittivity profile
for a specific radio wave band from a soil moisture pro-

file was previously considered for the problem of soil remote
sensing using microwave radiometers [3], [4], [7]–[9]. In papers
[7]–[9], semiempirical models were proposed for soil dielectric
permittivity at various microwave radio frequencies as a func-
tion of soil moisture for various types of soil. Here we use empir-
ical relationships developed in [8] that relate real and imaginary
parts of for L-band to the volumetric water content (VWC)
in soil. Note that according to [8], soil dielectric permittivity
does not noticeably change over the range of radio frequencies
encompassing the GPS L1 and L2 frequencies. Therefore, our
conclusions are applicable to both bands. In [8], plots were pre-
sented of versus VWC for five different types soil: sandy loam,
loam, silt loam 1, silt loam 2, and silty clay. The type of soil at
Marshall, CO, was classified as a cobbly clay which is heavier
than silty clay; we used versus VWC for the silty clay soil type
from [8] as the closest proxy for our calculations. However, we
note that calculations of the modulation pattern using versus
VWC for other types of soil did not result in a significant dif-
ference.

VWC profiles were obtained at Marshall, CO, using Camp-
bell Scientific water content reflectometers (WCR) next to
the sites where the GPS reflection experiment [1], [2] was
performed. It is known that moisture measurements performed
with water content time-domain reflectometers are sensitive
to the calibration of these sensors, especially, for soils with
significant clay content [16]. We calibrated the WCR probes
in the lab with an accuracy of 0.01 VWC using soil col-
lected from the site; this calibration was consistent with VWC
measurements from field samples collected at three separate
times. Probes were installed at six depths: 2.5, 7.5, 20, 40,
60, 100 cm. The primary criterion for the chosen depths was
high resolution near the surface (2.5 and 7.5 cm). Given the
averaging thickness of the probes (5 cm) [17], this allows for
estimates of soil moisture in the 0–5 and 5–10 cm depth layers.
The second criterion was to relate these surface measurements
to processes at greater depths (root water uptake, storage,
and recharge of groundwater). For this, we chose depths that
are consistent with previous studies (see, e.g., [18]) and that
would permit comparison to modeled soil moisture profiles
(see, e.g., [19]). As a result, these depths were not optimal
for modeling soil dielectric permittivity profiles. Data sets of
VWC were used for the period of summer 2008 that had both
dry and wet conditions. Three levels (at 2.5-, 7.5-, and 20-cm
depth) were considered as a baseline to create synthetic VWC
profiles with the needed depth resolution for depths between 0
and 20 cm for four sequential times over UTC days 156–158,
specifically DoY 156 (dry soil, before rain), DoY 157.6, DoY
157.83 (wet soil, during rain), and DoY 158 (wet soil, after
rain). Rain began on DoY 156 around 1900 UTC with 5 mm of
accumulated precipitation by the end of the day. Rain continued
throughout DoY 157, with storm totals equaling 25 mm on
that day. Profiles for DoY 156–158 are shown in Fig. 3(a) and

Fig. 3. (a) VWC profiles obtained from measurements during DoY 156.0, DoY
157.6, DoY 157.83, DoY 158.0; (b) VWC profiles obtained from measurements
during DoY 227.75, DoY 228.5, DoY 228.67, and DoY 229.5.

represent an interpolation between the three baseline levels and
extrapolation toward the surface assuming a smooth wetting
front, consistent with the high initial VWC and the top two
VWC observations. Since there were no points above the
2.5-cm level, this extrapolation is somewhat arbitrary.

Fig. 3(b) depicts VWC profiles for four times during another
precipitation event, specifically DoY 227.75, DoY 228.5, DoY
228.67, and DoY 229.5. The daily precipitation totals for those
days are: 14.8 mm on DoY 228, 34.4 mm on DoY 229, and
12.8 mm on DoY 230. On DoY 157, the soil was still wet from
spring rain and snows ( at 20 cm); the most recent
rain event occurred on DoY 148. In contrast, on DoY 228, the
soil was dry after over two months with no significant rainfall
( at 20 cm); the previous rain event was the event on
DoY 157. As a result, on DoY 228 a sharp wetting front formed.
So, VWC profiles in Fig. 3(b) were obtained by interpolating
from the data at the three depths assuming a sharp wetting front,
consistent with low initial VWC and sharp changes between the
top two VWC observations.
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Fig. 4. (a) Real and (b) imaginary part of dielectric permittivity for VWC pro-
files from Fig. 3.

From these VWC profiles, corresponding profiles of complex
dielectric constant (CDC) were obtained based on the model
from [8] for various types of soil. In Fig. 4(a) and (b), the real
and imaginary components of dielectric constant with depth are
plotted for the event around DoY 158 and for the silty clay type
of soil. Because CDC is directly proportional to VWC, the com-
plex dielectric profiles behave similarly to the profiles of water
content.

Fig. 5(a) and (b) depicts results of computations for re-
flection coefficients at two polarizations obtained with a
layered-medium numerical code. The layered medium is
simulated using CDC profiles shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b).
Plots are presented for DoY 156 (dry conditions) and DoY
158 (wet conditions). For dry conditions, the amplitude of
the RHCP reflection coefficient exceeds the amplitude of the
LHCP coefficient over elevation angles below 30 . For wet
conditions the amplitude of the LHCP coefficient exceeds the
amplitude of the RHCP coefficient between 15 and 30 of the

Fig. 5. Reflection coefficients at two circular polarizations for the cases of the
profile shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b); (a) corresponds to amplitude and (b) to phase
of the reflection coefficient.

elevation angle. Such a relationship between the amplitudes
of reflection coefficients at different polarizations combined
with the antenna pattern behavior at the same angles leads to a
modulation shift which is demonstrated further. Also note that
the phases of reflection coefficients at both polarizations shown
in Fig. 5(b) do not change significantly with the angle or with
the soil conditions.

IV. RESULTS

A. Main Factors Affecting Modulation Pattern

In [1] and [2], it is demonstrated that the modulation of the
SNR of the GPS signals received at relatively low elevation
angles (see Fig. 1), which are usually considered as nuisance
caused by the surface multipath propagation of GPS signals, can
be used to measure soil moisture. It is shown that these data are
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sensitive to soil moisture variations for areas of 1000 m hor-
izontally and 1–6 cm vertically. It is demonstrated that GPS
signals penetrate deeper when the soil is dry than when it is
wet, which correlates with changes in the dielectric constant
of near-surface soil. This change in penetration or “reflector”
depth, or the change in dielectric constant, causes the SNR mod-
ulation to change its frequency and amplitude.

Comparisons with conventional water content reflectometer
sensors show good agreement ( to 0.76) with the GPS-
derived soil moisture parameter over a period of seven months,
with most of the disagreement occurring when soil moisture
content is less than 0.1 cm cm .

In order to explain these observations, behavior of the SNR
modulation was modeled as a function of various parameters
to better understand the dominating factors. We first calculated
the SNR modulation dependence on the elevation angle using
(3) and (11)–(19); reflection coefficients were produced with a
numerical code based on an algorithm similar to one proposed
in [15] and dielectric constant profiles described above.

Our calculations also require GPS antenna radiation patterns
at two polarizations; we used data sheets for the Trimble L2
choke ring antenna power gain patterns for the range of eleva-
tion angles between and . In this range of angles, the
power gain at LHCP is below the corresponding gain at RHCP
by 15 to 5 dB. The largest contrast between gains on opposite
polarizations is dB at maximum positive angles with a
gradual reduction to dB at .

Another important characteristic of the antenna pattern
is its phase, or a phase center position, determined by values

from (15). Unfortunately, information about phase
was not available for the type of antennas used in the

experiment. As a proxy we used phase data available for us for
a similar type of geodetic antenna. Practically, what matters for
this problem is the difference between phases at two opposite
circular polarizations, which is about 90 . We should note that
such behavior of antenna patterns at opposite polarizations was
required for the moisture-induced modulation phase shift to be
clearly observed. Increase in soil moisture would lead to an
increase in reflectivity for LHCP and a corresponding decrease
for RHCP. Because of the specific values of the power gains
at low elevation angles, such an increase changes the balance
between values and from (17)–(18), leading to a notice-
able change in phase . We found from our simulations that
by altering antenna pattern characteristics (both the amplitude
and the phase), the effect of the modulation phase shift due
to soil moisture can be reduced below levels observed in the
experiment.

Analysis of (12) and (13) shows that the modulation ampli-
tude, , and the phase shift, , depend on the combined
interaction between antenna gains and reflection coefficients in-
cluding both their amplitudes and phases. Fig. 5(a) contains in-
formation which is very important for understanding the mod-
ulation phase shift used to model VWC in [1], [2]. Since the
observed modulation is confined to elevation angles between
5 to 30 , special attention should be paid to the behavior of the
reflection-coefficient amplitude in Fig. 5(a) in the interval of in-
cidence angles from 60 to 85 . Over this interval, rain creates a

Fig. 6. Observed modulation patterns for three consecutive times (DoY 156,
157, and 158), before, during, and after the precipitation event.

substantial change in LHCP reflection coefficient but only minor
changes in RHCP reflection coefficient. Thus, the modulation
phase shift critically depends on the relationship between the
amplitudes of reflection coefficients at different polarizations
combined with the antenna pattern behavior at the same angles.

B. Comparisons Between Observed and Modeled Modulation
Patterns

Now we can move to the central point of this work, a com-
parison between the observed and modeled modulation patterns.
In Fig. 6, the observed modulation patterns are shown for three
consecutive times (DoY 156, 157, and 158), before, during, and
after the rain event. First, a noticeable shift in modulation phase
to the right is seen. For convenience, a vertical scale is chosen
to closely match the data with modeled curves, since we are not
concerned with absolute values.

Fig. 7(a) shows a comparison between two theoretical SNR
curves for DoY 156 and a rain event on DoY 158. Very similar
curves were obtained for another rain event, around DoY 229,
shown in Fig. 7(b). One can see that both the experimental and
theoretical curves have the same number of maxima (or minima)
over the same range of elevation angles, and the magnitudes of
SNR oscillations are of the same order. More importantly, the
phase shift caused by the increase in soil moisture has the correct
sign and is of the same order of magnitude. The average slope
of the corresponding curves differs somewhat, which can be at-
tributed to the uncertainty of the soil model, or in the knowledge
of the antenna patterns. This issue should be addressed in future
studies.

Sensitivity of the modulation pattern to the change in soil
moisture can be illustrated by plotting parameters and

as a function of sine of elevation angle for dry and wet
days. These curves are presented in Figs. 8 and 9. It is seen
that changes noticeably with angle, which was also ob-
served in the experiment [Fig. 1(b)]. Phase also changes
with the angle but as we will see later, this change is close to

. More importantly, while both characteristics are sensitive
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Fig. 7. Calculated SNR modulation curves based on soil moisture profiles mea-
sured on (a) DoY 156 and DoY 158, and on (b) DoY 227.75 and DoY 229.5.

to change in soil moisture, they show this sensitivity quite dif-
ferently. Whereas a transition from dry to wet conditions gives
a negative offset to of the order of 20 monotonically for
the entire range of elevation angles between 5 to 30 , change of

has a different sign for angles below and above .
Most likely this peculiarity reflects the interplay between an-
tenna gains and reflection coefficients at different polarizations
for this range of negative elevation angles. This behavior of

should be taken into account if the estimates of soil mois-
ture are based on modulation amplitude rather than modulation
phase.

Intuitively, the modulation phase shift can be thought of
as being produced by the effect of signal penetration into soil.
Indeed, since in (3) appears as an addition to the geometric
phase , one may regard the value

as a penetration depth. However, the phase is a
rather complicated combination of different parameters related
both to antenna gain and soil reflectivity, so in [1] and [2], we

Fig. 8. Amplitude ������ calculated for soil moisture profiles measured on
(a) DoY 156 and DoY 158, and on (b) DoY 227.75 and DoY 229.5.

call it an effective reflector depth rather than a penetration depth.
Therefore, only a change in with a corresponding change
of soil moisture can be attributed to some sort of penetration.
Interestingly, while changes monotonically over , re-
mains practically constant. This behavior is seen in Fig. 10(a)
and (b). First, one can see that decreases only slightly
from 6 cm to 5 cm with decreasing elevation angle. This ex-
plains the success of the retrieval algorithm presented in [1]
and [2], where modulation data were approximated by the func-
tion , where was chosen as a constant
for a specific measurement. Actually, the absolute value of
cannot be retrieved from these measurements, only a difference

between two measurements of , with
a maximal value of cm observed at Marshall [1], [2]. We
also can estimate from our numerical modeling. From
Fig. 10, it follows that for that particular event around DoY 157,
one would expect a relative change of cm.

Although is only indirectly related to the penetration depth,
there are other ways to obtain the GPS signal penetration depth.
It is possible to calculate transmission coefficients as a function
of depth instead of reflection coefficients and estimate the pen-
etration depth from them, but this is a more cumbersome task.
Because we have an algorithm based on reflection coefficients
on hand, we simplify the scenario as a strong planar reflector
located at various depths and analyze the sensitivity of the mod-
ulation pattern.

For this, we simulated the SNR modulation pattern for the
case of a metal (highly conductive) layer buried in the soil at
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Fig. 9. Phase ���� calculated for soil moisture profiles measured on (a) DoY
156 and DoY 158, and on (b) DoY 227.75 and DoY 229.5.

some depth. For the soil profiles, we used profiles previously
employed for this study, simply assigning high values of (

) to the medium lying below some depth. The SNR modula-
tion calculations were performed for various depths. We defined
a physical penetration depth of the GPS signal as a depth of the
buried reflecting plate at which one can start seeing the differ-
ence between SNR with and without the plate. It was found that
for silty clay and dry conditions, the penetration depth is
about 10 cm, and for wet conditions is about 5 cm, giving

cm, approximately the maximal observed in the ex-
periment [2].

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a model of GPS surface multipath for
the case of bare soil with a plane surface. The soil was modeled
as a layered dielectric medium with losses. Reflection coeffi-
cients from the upper interface of such media were calculated

Fig. 10. Effective reflector depth ����� calculated for soil moisture profiles
measured on (a) DoY 156 and DoY 158, and on (b) DoY 227.75 and DoY 229.5.

using a robust numerical algorithm based on the known theory.
Representative antenna gain patterns have been used in the cal-
culations of direct and reflected polarized signals. We demon-
strated that reasonable soil moisture profiles for dry and wet
conditions output modulation patterns similar to those obtained
in the experiment [1], [2] with both the correct sign for the phase
shift and of the same order of magnitude.

As was shown in Section I, the shift of the modulation phase is
a quite complicated function of various factors such as antenna
gains, their phases, and also of the magnitudes of reflection co-
efficients related to various degrees of the soil wetness. The be-
havior of reflection coefficients shows that they are quite sen-
sitive to the behavior of dielectric permittivity in the top 5 cm.
The concept of an “effective reflector depth” used in [1] and
[2] is supported by the theoretical modeling. Nevertheless, the
connection between soil moisture and the physical penetration
depth of the L-band radiation into the soil is quite complicated.
Another parameter of the modulation pattern, its amplitude, also
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depends on changes in soil moisture, though it is a less conve-
nient measurement for moisture retrievals because of its non-
monotonic behavior with elevation angle.

It should be noted that any real land surface has variations of
heights, at least of the order of a few centimeters. The same can
be said about variations of soil moisture over depth. An approx-
imation of a real medium with a layered medium means that
such a model should account for averaging out variations of soil
moisture over some depth associated with the standard devia-
tion of the equi-moist surface. Such an average would be very
critical for the volume where both top soil and air are involved.
Even without implementing these additional levels of compli-
cation, the analysis presented gives a plausible explanation for
the observational data obtained in [1] and [2]. It also demon-
strates the feasibility of using ground-based GPS receivers for
soil moisture estimates, provided they are properly calibrated.
We have also shown that viable calibrations will be specific to
the antenna pattern, due to the dependence of modulation am-
plitude and phase on the receiving antenna’s RHCP and LHCP
patterns.

Here we used semiempirical relationships developed in [8]
that relate real and imaginary parts of for L-band to the vol-
umetric water content (VWC) in soil. One of the limitations of
such a model is that it used the concept of out-of-soil water in
order to predict frequency dispersion of the soil dielectric prop-
erties. More advanced dielectric models for moist soils have
been proposed since then which account for bound soil water
(see, e.g., [20] and [21]). It would be very instructive to test
those new models for the case of GPS signal reflections from
soil.

In this paper, we considered a rather idealized situation of
bare soil/flat surface environment. We did not include the effects
of vegetation and surface topography due to the complexity of
the current problem of modeling the signal output by a geodetic
antenna receiving both direct and reflected GPS signals at both
orthogonal circular polarizations in the presence of a stratified
soil. Calculations show that the geometric optics approach used
to model reflected signals is quite robust and does not pose strict
limitations. Above we outlined how the effect of small-scale sur-
face roughness (which reduces the coherence of the reflected
wave) can be rather straightforwardly handled within this geo-
metric optics approach, and that could be the next step to im-
prove the model.

After studying this phenomenon at the current idealized level,
we can proceed toward a more elaborate model. In order to
obtain a better quantitative agreement between experiment and
theory, more accurate in situ soil moisture measurements under
controllable surface topography conditions and thorough mod-
eling of vegetation are required. Our experimental results were
limited to data from a single site (Marshall, CO) and will need to
be tested elsewhere. In terms of topography, the surface is on av-
erage nearly horizontal. Animal burrowing is the primary source
of surface roughness on the otherwise plane surface, yielding
broad mounds less than 10 cm in height separated by a dis-
tance of several meters. More accurate quantitative description
of the surface at this time was not available. Vegetation at the
site is sparse and is classified as short-grass steppe. The biomass
(canopy plus litter) of this vegetation was not available. Since
the site was not exactly bare, it is not clear what effect this may

have had on bare soil model results. From what is already known
in the literature [23], [24], vegetation leads to the signal absorp-
tion and further reduction of the L-band signal coherence due
to a diffusive volume scattering in the layer of vegetation in the
presence of the soil surface. Approaches that handle scattering
by vegetation have been developed in passive microwave ra-
diometry and radar scatterometry [22], [23], and may be useful
for the modeling of the GPS signal scattering.
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